INSTRUCTIONS – AGC4 - Adjustable Gun Cradle Kit - for Primos Trigger Sticks
www.idleback.co.uk

Min. 45mm to Max. 65mm adjustment

OPTICS! Take advantage! With this
system you can use your Trigger
Sticks for Spotting Scope, Camera
and Binos! Using the Quick Release
System! - Buy additional QR plates,
attach a plate to the optic, detach
the Gun Cradle from QR base,
attach the optic to QR base and
away you go! Simple!

AGC4 – ADJUSTABLE GUN CRADLE KIT

AGC4 TO FIT PRIMOS TRIGGER STICKS

1. Unscrew the
existing ‘V’ Rest from
the top of the trigger
stick. This reveals the
3/8” thread on to
which the AGC4 is
screwed.

2. Screw AGC4
on to 3/8” thread
on the top of the
trigger stick.
Make sure the
QR base is firmly
screwed to the
stick.

QR plate securing screw
You cannot control
the direction of the
base plate! It’s
position is
determined
according to the
thread limit

3. You can see from this eg,
the jaws of the gun cradle are
at right-angle to the stick
trigger and grip.
To set this position, follow
steps 4, 5, 6..

4. To adjust the
cradle to align
with the stick
trigger and grip!
Loosely tighten
the plate screw so
it can still turn.

Lock Lever

Cradle Adjustment: The two halves
of the cradle mate together quite solid
for obvious reasons.
Slacken the Lock Lever, you may need
both hands to open the jaws.
With the rifle forend in the cradle
squeeze the jaws together until they
hold the forend to your liking, then relock the lever. It’s as easy as that!

10. Ready to go!

5. Insert the QR plate
into the base as
shown. Turn the Gun
Cradle until the gun
cradle faces forward
towards the stick
trigger and grip.
6. While holding
them in position,
detach them from the
QR base and tighten
QR plate securing
screw (4) tight
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